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Vehicle shown with optional Sport Package. 32

Get brains with all the brawn. 
The Touareg 2 delivers gutsy Baja 500® capability with available GPS navigation 

and supple European leather seating surfaces. You’ll feel like you’re racing  

the Dakar Rally when making a pit stop at the corner minimart. The perfect 

combination of plush European comfort, intuitive safety systems and 

four-wheeling muscle.
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At a glance. 
It’s adventure in a tuxedo.
A 3.6L, 280 hp, 6-speed automatic transmission with 

Tiptronic® on the Touareg 2 delivers the power you 

need for the challenges you thrive on. With active 

features like 4XMOTION (standard) to help you 

weather the toughest driving conditions, you’re set 

for heart-stopping explorations of parts unknown 

without having to sacrifice luxury. Preventative and 

pro-active, with no driver input required, 

4XMOTION provides exceptional traction, handling 

and stability as you gracefully muscle through 

harsh terrain right on track for the next adventure.

A sophisticated experience.
The Touareg 2 definitely proves that the small 

details can make a big difference. Look no further 

than our optional 600-watt, 10-speaker Dynaudio® 

digital sound package. With crisp, concert-hall 

quality acoustics, it’s sure to resonate with 

sophisticated audiophiles. Couple premium 

European comfort with a power glass sunroof that 

sheds light on an elegantly refined interior along 

with available features like navigation system, 

rearview camera, keyless access* and Park Distance 

Control, and it becomes obvious that even the inside 

is outside the realm of the ordinary.

Innovative and intuitive.
The fuel-efficient Touareg 2 offers optimal  

handling, whether you’re cruising down the 

highway or barrelling up the mountain, plus an 

optional air suspension system that delivers even 

more comfort. On-road and off, the air suspension 

can be adjusted for any situation, manually or 

automatically, giving you maximum performance, 

and underlining what German engineering is really 

all about. Side Assist*, a blind spot detection system, 

and available rain sensors make for an even more 

intuitive driving experience.

*Standard on Execline.

European model shown. Drivers should always exercise care and control and drive according to weather and road conditions.

European model shown.



212 mm

Ground clearance

28°

Approach angle

45°

Climbing capacity

35°

Lateral inclination

500 mm

Fording depth

76

German engineering leaves  
no stone unturned.
Off-road German Technology (O.G.T.) is actually a host of 

different technologies brought together in one vehicle to help 

you feel in control and stay in control.

4XMOTION
An advanced, off-road four-wheel drive system with sensors that 

constantly detect slip at all four wheels, sending more power 

to the wheels that have traction, and helping you get unstuck 

from whatever situation you almost found yourself stuck in.

Available air suspension 
With the turn of this dial, the available air suspension can 

be raised to maximize off-road capabilities. At highway 

speeds, it automatically lowers itself by 25.4 mm (when set 

at normal ride height of 220 mm) to help improve handling 

and wind resistance. What’s more, with the damping control 

feature, you can program the air suspension to fit the 

kind of ride you’re seeking. Auto is your standard setting. 

Comfort is for a softer ride, and sport is for those enthusiasts 

looking to feel every nook and cranny of the road.

Vehicle shown with optional Sport Package. Drivers should always exercise care and control, and drive according to weather and road conditions. Professional driver, please do not attempt. NEVER enter water that has a current, or where you do not know the depth. Vehicle shown with optional Sport Package. Professional driver, please do not attempt.
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Enjoy the great indoors.
No matter how ugly it gets outside, the interior of your Touareg 2 will always be a haven  

of comfort, technology and safety—an oasis of cupholders and inviting materials.  

Choose from either leather seating surfaces or glove-like, durable leatherette upholstery 

and trim. Grip the “I-have-control-of-my-universe” steering wheel, and set the controls  

for the heart of the sunset. Tweak the Climatronic* 2-zone climate control so everybody’s 

cool. Or warm. Feeling comfortable together is what Volkswagen is all about. There’s even 

an available 3-button HomeLink®*, and theft-resistant Immobilizer IV technology to help 

keep your Touareg 2 just that—yours.

German innovation at your fingertips.
To say our engineers have thought of everything would be an understatement. For starters, 

there’s available Keyless Access, with push-start ignition that feels more like a sports car 

than an SUV. Simply carry the remote key somewhere on you, and your Touareg 2 will 

unlock with the touch of the door handle. Not to mention the innovative REST button, 

designed to re-circulate engine heat when the engine is off for as long as 45 minutes.  

It helps keep your car warm and toasty inside when it’s cold and blowy outside, and the 

car doesn’t even have to be restarted.

*Standard on the Highline and Execline.

Properly secure all cargo.
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Cockpit navigation.
Touareg 2 takes you places other SUVs can’t. And gets you back again. 

The optional advanced touch-screen navigation system features VW 

breadcrumb technology to help you retrace your steps and return home. 

Its optional 30 GB hard drive can store map data and audio files via the 

optical drive or SD card slot. The optical drive is capable of reading most 

CD, DVD and DVD-Audio formats. In concert with the available Media 

Device Interface (MDI), the system is compatible with practically any 

MP3 or USB device. The included rear-view camera helps you navigate 

and steer clear of obstacles behind you.

In-flight entertainment.
Get the optional 600-watt, 10-speaker Dynaudio® stereo 

sound system. Boost the steering wheel volume control. 

And let the dual tweeters, quad midrange speakers and 

four beefy woofers make the little hairs on the nape of 

your neck dance. You’ll run out of road before you run 

out of music, especially with standard SIRIUS® Satellite 

Radio* that offers 120 channels.

*With limited complimentary subscription.
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Turn mountains  
into molehills.
The Touareg 2 tests positive for performance 

enhancing Off-road German Technology (O.G.T.). 

It can traverse a 35˚ lateral incline and ascend  

a 45˚ incline. With its 4-wheel independent 

suspension this all-terrain Touareg 2 handles 

more like a nimble German sports coupe. And 

when you’re trekking through the peaks and 

valleys of life, it’s always nice to have Hill Descent 

Assist and Hill Climb Assist on your side. They’re 

a bit like having the steely-nerved guidance of 

your own personal Sherpa chauffeur.

580 mm* fording depth: Most SUVs don’t 

shrink when they get wet. With an impressive  

580 mm fording depth, the Touareg 2 won’t even 

shrink from your favourite water crossings.**

Superior towing capacity and stopping 
power: The Touareg 2 lets you tow up to 3,500 kg. 

Which means you can play with some big toys 

on the weekend. Off-road, the Touareg 2 can 

really go. But equally important is that it can 

also really stop. An advanced braking system  

is eerily intuitive when it comes to stopping, 

especially given that it can sense a sudden halt 

on loose gravel and dirt. When it does, a pile  

of debris is created in front of the tires.  

This serves as a natural chock, and helps 

shorten braking distance.

From the autobahn 
to the road  
less travelled.
Imagine a vehicle pre-tuned for the 

highways of Germany. Needless to say, it 

would have to be European in every 

detail—with a refined interior and the 

intelligence of the latest onboard 

entertainment, navigation and safety 

systems. Now imagine airdropping that 

vehicle onto a searing windswept 

racecourse in sub-Saharan Africa. Picture it 

on a record-breaking 5,944 m vertical ascent 

up the volcanic peaks of Patagonia. But 

enough imagining. Pack up your gear, and 

let’s hit the road. Or the glacier. Touareg 2 

offers a powerful 3.6L V6 FSI® engine with 

straight fuel injection, and six stout 

torque-producing cylinders.

Vehicle shown with optional Sport Package. Drivers should always exercise care and control, and drive according to weather and road conditions. Vehicle shown with optional Sport Package. Drivers should always exercise care and control, and drive according to weather and road conditions.

 * With optional 4-corner air suspension.
** NEVER enter water that has a current, or where you do not know the depth.
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Accessories and options.
Where the rubber meets the asphalt is where you can have some 

fun with your choice of 17" Tangis, 18" Karthoum or beefy 19" 

Namib alloy wheels. Load up for the weekend with a Base Roof 

Rack and a wide assortment of attachments—Ski & Snowboard 

Rack, Kayak Holder, Barracuda Bike Rack, Fork Mount Bike 

Holder—to conquer land, water, sky, and any other elements that 

may come along. Hitch your SUV to a star or boat, as the case may 

be, with a factory Trailer Hitch and the slope-friendly Trailer Hitch 

Ski-Rack attachment. Up on the roof, you can add the Aluminum 

Luggage Platform or Soft Luggage Carrier.

Namib 
19" accessory wheels

Karthoum 
18" accessory wheels

Vehicle shown with optional Sport Package and 19" Namib accessory wheels. Barracuda bike rack. Trailer hitch.

Aluminum luggage platform.
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Safety doesn’t happen by accident.
Safety standards should always be a priority. It’s just that simple. So we packed an advanced, 

inter-working team of safety features into every new Touareg 2. From its unibody safety cage 

construction, fully galvanized sheet metal, and stabilizer bars, to airbags*—at Volkswagen, 

safety is a way of life, which makes sense, since it helps save lives.

Electronic Stabilization Programme (ESP)
Helps the driver stay the intended course by detecting slick and slippery road conditions, and 

kicking in corrective forces. ESP is most effective when the driver is taking evasive action and 

making sudden maneuvers to avoid an accident.

Incidentally, ESP also stands for Extra Sensory Perception. Coincidence?

Anti-Slip Regulation (ASR) and Engine Braking Assist (EBA)
Help improve handling and prevent compression-induced skidding in slippery conditions.

Dual Front and Front Side Airbags*
Can deploy within milliseconds.

Side Curtain Protection*
Deploy down the roofline from the A-pillar to the C-pillar, to help reduce head and upper torso 

injury in the event of side impact.

Bi-Xenon® Headlamp System with Beam Steering Technology**
Headlamps move with the steering wheel to provide better visibility when turning.

Side Mirror Turn Signal Assist
Notifies other motorists of your intentions.

 

 *  Airbags are supplemental restraints only and will not deploy under all accident scenarios. Always use safety belts and seat children only  
in the rear seats, using restraint systems appropriate for their size and age. Drivers should always exercise care and control and drive according  
to weather and road conditions. Obey all traffic laws.

**Not available on Comfortline.

Dramatization. All bags will not normally be deployed.
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Go further into the wild. 
Touareg TDI Clean Diesel. The fuel-efficient SUV from Volkswagen is equipped with AdBlue® 

Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) technology to meet current emissions standards.

An impressive 3.0L V6 engine delivers over 50% more torque than the gasoline engine. Just the 

right turbocharged performance you need when climbing a steep hill or exploring unknown 

terrain—though the luxurious interior could easily make you forget you’re doing just that. 

With so many benefits, we had to put it in writing for you to believe it. Keep your eyes peeled 

for the arrival of the Touareg TDI Clean Diesel in 2009.

European model shown.

Professional driver, please do not attempt. NEVER enter water that has a current,  
or where you do not know the depth.
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Colour combinations

Galapagos MetallicBlack

Cranberry Red Pearl

Cricket Leather
Pure Beige

Highline/ Execline

Cricket Leather
Sienna

Cricket Leather
Anthracite

Comfortline

Leatherette
Anthracite

Leatherette
Pure Beige

Comfortline

Leatherette
Anthracite
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Leatherette
Pure Beige

Highline/ Execline

Cricket Leather
Pure Beige
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Cricket Leather
Sienna

Cricket Leather
Anthracite

White Gold Metallic

Comfortline Highline/ Execline

Makalu 
17" alloy wheels

Valley 
18" alloy wheels

Campanella White

Reflex Silver Metallic



Drivers should always exercise care and control and drive according to weather and road conditions.2322

High class meets high altitude.
European design. Premium amenities. Astonishing off-road capabilities. Innovative 

features. Exceptional safety standards. And a range of compelling accessories and 

options. For the discriminating driver, it all boils down to the Touareg 2—an 

outstanding vehicle at the top of its game, especially if ever you’re in the mountains. 

Ready to explore new territories at the drop of a top hat. And equipped to surpass 

your expectations of what an SUV should be. Test drive the 2009 Touareg 2 today and 

see what uncompromising integrity is all about.
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Specs EXTERIOR (cont’d)

Tires/Wheels 255/60 R17, all-season tires / 7.5J × 17" alloy wheels + anti-theft locks S – –

255/55 R18, all-season tires / 8J × 18" alloy wheels + anti-theft locks – S S

275/45 R19, all-season tires / 9J × 19" alloy wheels + anti-theft locks P P P

195/75 R17, spare steel wheel with inf latable spare tire S S S

Windows Black window surrounds S – –

Chrome window surrounds – S S

Wipers/Washer Aero windshield wipers S S S

Variable intermittent wipers S S S

Rain sensor, automatic wiper speed control – S S

Heated windshield washer nozzles, front S S S

Rear wiper with intermittent wipe feature S S S

INTERIOR

Air Conditioning Manual air conditioning with REST feature S – –

Climatronic dual-zone electronic climate control. Driver and passenger side controls for automatic climate control system S* S S

Alarm/Anti-theft Anti-theft vehicle alarm system for doors, hood, hatch, radio and starter interrupt, with warning LED in door top sill and with 
audible and visual activation S S S

Immobilizer IV theft deterrent system S S S

Armrest Front centre armrest, foldable with dual storage compartment S S S

Rear centre armrest with load-through, foldable with cupholders S S S

Cruise Control Cruise control with active display S S S

Compass Digital compass S S S

Floor Mats Front and rear f loor mats S S S

Instrument Cluster Speedometer, tachometer, odometer, trip odometer, coolant temperature gauge, fuel gauge, oil gauge, battery gauge, gear 
indicator, clock, outside temperature, audio functions, adjustable ride height display (if equipped with 4-corner air suspension), 
and warning lights S S S

Multifunction trip computer with trip time, trip distance, average trip speed, average trip fuel consumption, current fuel 
consumption, kilometres to empty, radio station display, personalizing functions S S S

Multi-colour display featuring multifunction trip computer and multifunction onboard computer. Available with optional 
4-corner air suspension and/or optional Technology Package O/P O/P S

Illumination for controls and gauges S S S

Seatbelt reminder and fuel cap seal warning S S S

Locks Central power locking system with key-operated closing feature for sunroof, opening & closing feature for power windows,  
and selective unlocking at driver door S S S

Automatic locking feature (doors lock automatically when vehicle reaches 13 km/h) S S S

Radio-frequency remote locking system with lock, unlock, rear tailgate release and panic button on transmitter S S S

Front and rear door-mounted lock/unlock switches for central locking system S S S

Child safety locks on rear doors S S S
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EXTERIOR

Bumpers Body-colour bumpers with textured black lower section S S S

Trailer hitch preparation S S S

Class III trailer hitch receiver, including a 13-pin wiring harness connector O O O

Dual steel exhaust pipes S S S

Doors Body-colour door handles S S S

Keyless access with start/stop button – – S

Glass Tinted glass, green S S S

Tinted privacy glass for rear side and rear tailgate window – S S

Lights, Front/Rear Halogen headlights with clear, lightweight, chip-resistant polycarbonate lenses S – –

Bi-Xenon®, high-intensity gas-discharge headlights with clear, lightweight, chip-resistant polycarbonate lenses – S S

Adaptive Front-lighting System (AFS); headlight-range adjustment, automatic-dynamic with curve light and turn signal light               – S S

Daytime Running Lights (DRL) S S S

Headlights-on warning tone, upon opening of driver’s door when ignition key is removed S S S

Automatic headlights with coming-home and leaving-home function – S S

Halogen projector lens foglights, integrated into front bumper – S S

Side turn signal lights integrated into side exterior mirrors S S S

Mirrors Body-colour mirror housings S S S

Driver and passenger power exterior mirrors, heatable S – –

Driver and passenger power exterior mirrors, auto-dimming, heatable with environment lighting and memory function – S S

Parking Park Distance Control system (PDC) – S S

Roof Power glass sunroof with tilt, slide, tinted glass, manual sunshade, pinch protection, and driver’s door power lock operated 
convenience closing and opening feature S S S

Roof rails, black S S S

Roof rails, silver P P P

Special Features Side Assist – blind spot detection system (visual warning signals integrated in side mirrors) – – S

Tailgate / Cargo Area Power tailgate, opening and closing – S S

Trunk loading edge, plastic S S S

Rear glass window with defrost S S S

Legend: S = Standard / O = Optional / P = Available with package / – = Not available

 *Standard on Comfortline gasoline model only.



INTERIOR (cont’d)

Outlets Five 12V auxiliary power outlets S – –

Five 12V auxiliary power outlets + one 115V outlet – S S

Mirrors, Interior Dual driver and front passenger visor vanity mirrors, illuminated with cover S S S

Interior rearview mirror S – –

Interior rearview mirror, auto-dimming – S S

Mirror control pad with joystick control S S S

Radio/Audio Delta VI AM/FM radio with single CD player, 10 speakers and RDS capabilities S S S

Technology Package – Satellite Navigation System (DVD based), 6.5-inch touch screen with SD card input, 30 GB hard drive 
(10 GB map data, 20 GB music data), MDI (Media Device Interface), SIRIUS® Satellite Radio integrated*, rearview camera and 
Dynaudio® 600-watt digital sound upgrade with 10 speakers P P P

Upgraded sound system with 11 speakers and amplified sound (300 watts) – S S

SIRIUS Satellite Radio* S S S

Restraint / Safety Systems Driver and front passenger airbags**, supplemental restraint system S S S

Driver and front passenger side airbags**, supplemental restraint system S S S

Side Curtain Protection head airbags**, front & rear S S S

Rear-impact optimized front head restraints S S S

3-point safety belts, all five seating positions (height adjustable for driver, front passenger, and rear outboard seating positions) S S S

Emergency locking retractors for all seating positions S S S

Front seat safety belt pre-tensioners with load limiters S S S

Rear outboard seating safety belt pre-tensioners with load limiters S S S

Interlock feature – centre rear safety belt cannot be extended unless seat back is in fully locked position S S S

LATCH (Lower Anchors and Tethers for CHildren. Formerly known as ISOFIX) – child seat lower attachment points and top 
tethers, rear outboard seating positions S S S

Seating, Front 8-way manually adjustable height and reach front seats, manual recline with adjustable lumbar support,  
and lockable head restraints S – –

12-way power adjustable front seats with 3-position memory function (driver seat and exterior mirrors), power lumbar support, 
and lockable head restraints – S S

Heatable front seats S S S

Seating, Rear 60/40 split-folding rear seat with centre armrest and pass-through S S S

Rear seat head restraints, height adjustable, all seating positions S S S

Heatable rear seats – – S

Legend: S = Standard / O = Optional / P = Available with package / – = Not available

INTERIOR (cont’d)

Special Features Side turn signal control stalk with lane-change feature (one touch, signals three times) S S S

HomeLink® integrated into headliner above centre console – S S

Intelligent crash response system. In a severe crash, all doors are unlocked, the battery terminal is disconnected from the 
alternator cable, fuel supply is shut off, warning hazards are switched on, and high-consumption electrical components are shut 
off, all automatically S S S

Steering Wheel 4-spoke leather-wrapped multifunction steering wheel S S S

Electromechanical speed-sensitive power steering (with Servotronic on TDI Clean Diesel model) S S S

Height-adjustable and telescopic steering column S S S

Theft-deterrent steering column S S S

Heatable – S S

Storage Front storage compartment located in centre console S S S

Storage compartment inside front centre armrest S S S

Front seatback magazine storage pockets S S S

Rear centre armrest, foldable with storage compartment S S S

Storage unit located on top of centre console S S S

Telephone Bluetooth® Mobile Phone Preparation – O O

Windows Power windows with pinch protection. Window lockout feature available on driver side door S S S

Power windows, automatic up/down (one touch, all windows) S S S

Key opening & closing feature for power windows S S S

TECHNICAL

Four-wheel Drive 4XMOTION permanent four-wheel drive system with low-range gear and adaptive torque distribution S S S

Brakes Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) S S S

Power-assisted front vented disc brakes, rear vented disc brakes S S S

Electronic Brake-pressure Distribution (EBD) S S S

Suspension Double wishbone front and four-link rear independent steel spring suspension S S S

Sport suspension P P P

Traction Control Anti-Slip Regulation (ASR) S S S

Electronic Differential Lock (EDL) S S S

Engine Braking Assist (EBA) S S S

Electronic Stabilization Programme (ESP) with Hydraulic Brake Assist (HBA) S S S

Hill Descent Assist (HDA) S S S

Hill Climb Assist (HCA) – engages only in low range gear S S S

Transmission 6-speed automatic transmission with Tiptronic®, sport mode and low range gear S S S
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*With limited complimentary subscription.
**Airbags are supplemental restraints only and will not deploy under all accident scenarios. Always use safety belts and seat children only in the rear seats, using restraint systems appropriate for their size and age.
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Warranty and Roadside assistance
– 4-year/80,000 km (whichever occurs first) new vehicle limited warranty 

– 5-year/100,000 km (whichever occurs first) powertrain limited warranty

– 12-year / unlimited distance limited warranty against corrosion perforation

– 4-year / unlimited distance, 24-hour roadside assistance, provided by  
Professional Dispatch Group 

Volkswagen Finance
Once you figure out what car to get, Volkswagen Finance will help you get into  
it. For some people, the hardest thing to decide on when buying a new car isn’t 
colour. Or figuring out which options they just can’t live without. It’s financing. 
That’s why the folks at Volkswagen Finance are there to help.  
Go to vw.ca for more information. The choice is yours.

TECHNICAL (cont’d) 

Engine Touareg V6 Gasoline Touareg TDI Clean Diesel

Type 3.6L 10.6° V6, 6-cylinder, 24-valve  
with direct injection (FSI®)

3.0L TDI, 90° V6, 6-cylinder, 24-valve

Bore 89 mm 83 mm

Stroke 96.4 mm 91.4 mm

Displacement 3,597 cm3 2,967 cm3

Compression ratio 11.3:1 16.8:1

Horsepower (SAE), hp @ rpm 280 @ 6,200 (206 kW @ 6,200 rpm) 225 @ 3,750 (165 kW @ 3,750 rpm)

Maximum torque, lb-ft @ rpm 265 @ 2,500 − 5,000 (360 Nm @ 2,500 − 5,000 rpm) 406 @ 1,750 – 2,250 rpm (550 Nm @ 1,750 – 2,250 rpm)

Fuel requirement Premium fuel recommended  
for maximum performance

Ultra low sulfur diesel

Interior Volume – SAE Seating capacity 5 5 

Passenger volume 2.8 m³ 2.8 m³

Cargo volume 0.9 m³ 0.9 m³

Cargo volume with rear seats folded 2.0 m³ 2.0 m³

Front Rear Front Rear

Volume 1.6 m³ 1.3 m³ 1.6 m³ 1.3 m³ 

Head room 983 mm 974 mm 983 mm 974 mm

Shoulder room 1,465 mm 1,457 mm 1,465 mm 1,457 mm 

Leg room 1,049 mm 904 mm 1,049 mm 904 mm 

TECHNICAL (cont’d) 

Touareg V6 Gasoline Touareg TDI Clean Diesel

Dimensions Wheelbase 2,855 mm 2,855 mm

Front track 1,655 mm 1,655 mm

Rear track 1,670 mm 1,670 mm

Length 4,754 mm 4,754 mm

Width 1,928 mm 1,928 mm

Height 1,726 mm 1,726 mm

Ground clearance 212 mm 212 mm

Weights Curb weight 2,332 kg 2,332 kg

Towing capacity (max. braked trailer) 3,500 kg 3,500 kg

Maximum roof cargo weight 100 kg 100 kg

Fuel Consumption* City (L/100 km) 14.8* 11.9**

Highway (L/100 km) 10.3* 8.0**

Off-road Capabilities Approach angle 28° 28°

Departure angle 28° 28°

Breakover angle 22° 22°

Lateral driving angle 35° 35°

Static angle 45° 45°

Maximum gradient 45° 45°

Fording depth 500 mm 500 mm

 *Government of Canada EnerGuide consumption figures are estimates only. Your fuel consumption may vary.
**Volkswagen Canada consumption figures. Government of Canada EnerGuide consumption figures were not published at time of printing.
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